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Rascal Flatts, a country band with a
string of recent hits, played in Alumni
Coliseum
Thursday night
See pictures and |
the story. Bl
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FLIP
SGA elections
come down to
heads or tails,
run-off voting
BY JENMFCT ROQCR*

Editor
And Und*nmay«f/ProgrM«
Carolyn CarroH, of McKee, spent 104 hour* making a
quM that now hangs in the Blanton House.

Glasser's
quilt made
in McKee
BYGMAVMLE
N»ws editor

With an invitation to President Joanne Glasser's
inauguration and an Eastern T-shirt, Carolyn Carroll
set out on a mission — to create a quilt for the new
lady president
She knew it wouldn't be difficult: quilting is her
passion, it is her job and it is what she loves to do.
Carroll spent 104 long, tedious hours in a threeroom cabin in McKee sewing all day and into the
night to complete the project She is a lot like Glasser,
in that she is petite, passionate about her work and
devoted to her family.
The 66-inch by 72-inch quilt now hangs in the president's home, in a small sitting room that she and her
daughter consider their family room.
"My only dilemma was finding a special place to
display it proudly," Glasser said, while rocking in a
chair admiring the quilt "1 decided I would probably
get more enjoyment out of it at home in the family
room."
Carroll was approached by Donna Masters of the
See QUILT, A3
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Tuesday at 6:45 p.m.. a small crowd had gathered in the Powell Building's lobby, waiting on
the results of the Student Government elections.
Polls closed Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.; President
Nick Bertram expected to know the winners five
minutes later.
They waited patiently — mostly SGA office
hopefuls and their friends — until just after 7
p.m. No results. A phone call from Bertram to
the Powell Information Desk phone promised
final counts in an hour.
The hour passed. At 8:30 p.m., those who
were still waiting got another call — results
would be there in a half-hour. But those 30 minutes passed too, and at 9:30 p.m., Bertram called
again. This time, he said it would only take 15
more minutes.
Instead, it took 17; Bertram walked in the
Powell Lobby at 9:47 p.m.
By the time results were finalized at 10:15
p.m., Bertram and SGA Elections Chair Kevin
Coots had worked for nearly three hours verifying who would take the SGA's positions next
year.
What took so long? Because of the SGA's new
organizational structure, many offices could only
be filled through write-in votes. For each writein, Bertram and Koots had to verify that the candidates were students and that they were eligible for the office to which they had been elected
— a problem considering some write-in votes
were for Donald Duck (who was not verified as a
student). Acting Dean of Student Development
Sandra Moore and Bertram himself.
"This was the most complex election ever,"
Bertram said. There's no way a computer can
sort out everything."
But there was still work to be done — six of
the races required coin-tosses to decide who
would win, and six more races will be decided in

Acting Vice President of Student Affairs Rita Davis flips a coin in the Powell Building Tuesday to decide the results of one of the six races that resulted in a twc-way tie.

AND THE WINNERS ARE...
President and Executive Vice President: Lucas Hammons and Mary HaM
(421 votes)
Vice President for Student Activities: Aaron Raider (280 votes) defeated
Ritchie Hunley (182 votes)
Vice President for Residence Ufa: Adam Hensley (272 votes) defeated
James Delgaard (134 votes)

See SGA, A3
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Internal audit: RHA spent
$5,000 in forged requests
BY SARAH HEAHEY

Managing editor
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Andi Lindenmayer/Progress
Datta Tau Alpha member Jennifer Stewart waters flowers at the campus
greenhouses last Monday. The OTA flower sale starts April 29.

Greenhouses, DTA
get ready for sale
BYQWAVAU

News editor

There is a nursery on campus where groups of students feed,
water and keep a watchful eye on thousands of babies — baby
plants that is.
In two of the four Eastern greenhouses used by the agriculture
department, the springtime flowers have bloomed. No thanks to
any April showers — these flowers were planted by the caring
hands of Delta Tau Alpha members. The members of the agriculture honors society have watered and fertilized the plants and kept
daily watch for disease on the petals and leaves since February.
Jennifer Stewart, a DTA member from Clay County, said she and
other group members planted the seeds and hand sewed others to
sell in this year's annual DTA Bedding Plant Sale.
"I'm doing it for the experience," said Stewart, who is a senior
floral culture and green house management major.
Stewart has volunteered her days, along with fellow DTA member Jessica Hawkins, nurturing the plants that will be sold at the
end of the month.
....
It takes two-and-a-half hours to water and fertilize all of the
plants in the two greenhouses. Stewart said students in the agriculture 301 class help check for diseases and bugs moving the plants
so they can breathe.
"We want things to be in bloom for the sale," Stewart said.
The sale will run from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. April
29-May 2 at the greenhouse. All proceeds will go to the DTA scholarship fund, which is only open to DTA members.
1

Forged Funds

An Eastern internal audit
states that this year the Residence
Hall Association had processed
multiple payment requests totaling over $5,000 that were signed
with the adviser's forged signature.
The RHA audit report,
released to The Progress
through an open records
request, found that RHA president Shalana Johnson had forged
the former adviser Patricia
White's signature on 14 requests
for payment. The report said a
total of 27 organizational expenditures were recorded in the current fiscal year, totaling $14,655.
The audit found that based
upon supporting documentation
and comparison to similar expenditures in the prior year, all the
expenses constituted legitimate
business expenses. However, the
report goes on to say that "without proper approval of payment
requests, university assets could
be misappropriated and not
detected in a timely manner."
The report notes that Johnson
said she was unable to find her
adviser at the time the payments
needed to be processed. Trie audit
disputed the explanation by stating
based on the weekly RHA meeting
minutes. White had attended all but
one meeting since October 2001.
In addition, the audit could not
determine that RHA accounts had
been reconciled for the current
fiscal year. The report said that
White, Johnson, director of housing Kenna Middleton and Vice
President of Student Affairs Rita
Davis could not locate account
statements or provide monthly
reconciliation.
White and Johnson did not
return phone calls from The
Progress.
The RHA voted to freeze all
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$14,655
Total RHA
Expenditures

An internal audit report found that the
Residence Hall Association had been
processing pay requests with forged
signatures. Here's a breakdown of the
total money spent this fiscal year and
how much was spent without the
adviser's authentic signature.

$6,844
Portion of funding
to RHA from Division
of Student Lite based
on had occupancy

Want to know who's
representing you
next year?
See the entire listing oi
Student Government
Association election results
and the candidates tor
Tuesday's runoff elections
by visiting The Progress
Web she at
www. easternprograaa.com.

$5,557
Total requests tor
payment made
without adviser's
signature

Sourer Ewttrn'i Dhn«on of MWawl Audits

Eun- Young You/Progress

accounts at a the Feb. 4 meeting
until a financial investigation was
completed. Zach Shaffner, Martin
Hall council president, made the
motion to conduct a financial
investigation after expressing
concern over the appropriate use
of the organization's hospitality
card.
The organization was able to
obtain money for specific events,
such as the Li'l Sibs weekend
held two weeks ago. by obtaining
direct approval from Davis.
At the regular Monday RHA
meeting, only about 20 members
were in attendance. Because a
quorum of members was not present, the organization was unable
to vote on any business. President
Shalana Johnson was not in attendance.
RHA Treasurer John Duvall

did not know whether or not the
RHA accounts were still frozen.
He was unaware the organization's internal audit had been
completed.
"We do not know anything
about it They haven't told us anything about it." RHA vice-president Christina Johnson said.
Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs Rita Davis said the
content of the audit report has not
been discussed with RHA members or officers yet
"I wanted to wait until student
elections were over," Davis said.
"My intent was to talk with the
RHA after Tuesday."
Davis said the problems with
RHA came from insufficient officer training and knowledge of
proper procedures.
See RHA, A3
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Hi: 86
Low: 63
Conditions:
Partly cloudy
■M Scattered thunder
storms
SAT Cloudy
SUM Sprinkles
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■ Campus-wide room
changes for the fall
semester begin Monday
at 8 a.m.
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► News Briefs
Compited by Katie Wrttich

Walt Disney Internship
opportunity today
Representatives from Walt
Disney will be on campus at 4:30
p.m. today in room 108 of the
Crabbe Library. There are several
internships available for students
of all majors. All those interested
must be present to interview for
internships.
For more information, contact
Ann Cotton at 622-1567 or by email at ann.cottonOeku.edu.

SBDC presents small
business 'smart steps'
Eastern's Small Business
Development Center will host
"Smart Steps to the Right
Choices:
Looking
for
Entrepreneurial Opportunities"
6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. on April 23 at
the Richmond Chamber of
Commerce.
The program will discuss what
business to pursue, assessing liabilities to manage a business venture and researching choices to
plan for success.
The event is free and open to
the public. For more information,
call 877-358-7232.

Eastern revisits adult
education history
Eastern's Center for Kentucky
History and Politics will sponsor a
presentation by Yvonne Baldwin,
"Cora Wilson Stewart and the
Struggle for Adult Literacy in
Kentucky." The presentation wUl
take place at 7:30 p.m. on April 24

in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
Stewart is a pioneer in adult
education.
The presentation is free and
open to the public.

English teacher named
Foundation Professor
Dorothy Sutton has been
named an Eastern Foundation
Professor for 2002.
Sutton is a professor in the
English department. In 1995, she
was the only writer in the United
States who was chosen for the
Guthrie Award, a poetry residency at Annamakerrig International
Arts Council. She has also served
as co-director of the Eastern
Creative Writing Conference.

Zizos journalism awards
go to five students
Several journalism students at
Eastern Kentucky University have
been awarded scholarships for the
upcoming academic year due to an
alumna's generous donations.
Cassondri J. Kirby, a freshman
from Hind man, was selected for
the award for 2002-2003 year.
Besides earning a high GPA. Kirby
also works as assistant sports editor for the student newspaper. The
Eastern Progress.
A second recipient of the Zizos
award is Cindy Held, an incoming
freshman from Madison Central
High School in Richmond, where
she has been active in high school
media.
Zizos endowed a second schol-

arship for juniors and seniors
named after Elizabeth D.'Fraas,
her journalism professor and
newspaper adviser at Eastern.
Recipients of the Fraas journalism scholarship are Jennifer
Rogers, a junior from Lancaster:
Sarah Heaney, a senior from
Stanford: and Jamie Vinson, a
junior from Mt Sterling.
Rogers is editor of The Eastern
Progress and a member of the
Honors program. She interned last
summer at the Danville AdvocateMessenger and wUl intern at the
Paducah Sun this summer.
Heaney, also a member of the
Honors program and managing
editor of the Progress, will intern
at the Flemingsburg Gazette this
summer as part of the Kentucky
Press Association's summer
internship program.
Vinson has interned at the
Lexington Herald-Leader, The
Winchester Sun and the Mount
Sterling Advocate and is president
of the student chapter of Society
of Professional Journalists at
Eastern.
Chryssa Zizos graduated from
Eastern in 1994 with a degree in
journalism. Now 30, she is president of Live Wire Media Relations,
a public relations firm she founded
in the D.C. area.
Her donation to the journalism
program is designed to help outstanding students pursue their
education while working for the
student newspaper and in professional internships. The Andreas
and Poppy Zizos Journalism
Scholarship Award, named after
her parents, assists outstanding
underclass students with a $1,500
award.

Vour Entertainment Superstore

Hastings Pays
for Your Used CDs
DVDs a Video Games!
N

Saturday
April 20th Only!

► Police Beat: April 1-Aprll 12
Compiled by Katie Wittich

April 12
Pamela Wood, 20, was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication after Public Safety
was called to the Martin Lot on a
complaint that a fight was breaking out
Commonwealth Hall night
supervisor, BUI Kirby, reported to
Public Safety that someone broke
an exit sign on the fourth floor of
the building, and those who were
suspected were in the lobby.
Upon arrival, Public Safety confronted two suspects, Timothy M.
Summers, 18, and Joseph I.
Henson, 19. Summers admitted to
breaking the sign and would pay
restitution for the sign. Officers
detected a strong odor of alcohol
on the suspect, and he was arrested after failing a sobriety test.
Henson was also arrested after
failing sobriety tests.
Ian Powell. 19, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
April 11

Jonathan Parker, 20, was
arrested at Alumni Coliseum
while waiting in line for the
Rascal Flatts concert. Public
Safety received complaints of an
intoxicated male waiting in line.
Officers detected a strong odor of
alcohol and watched Parker consume alcohol. After failing a
sobriety test, Parker was arrested
and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Shanita Mayfield reported that
while she was driving past Todd
Hall, someone standing in front
of the building threw a water balloon through the window of her
vehicle, causing her to almost hit
another vehicle.
April 10
Justin Fuller, 19, was cited with
reckless driving, possession of
drug paraphernalia and possession of marijuana.
April 8
Tim Moore reported that three
people were arguing in the Powell

(Saw f 0-30*;

April 1

Ray PoweU, from facilities services, reported that communication jacks were damaged on the
seventh and 11th floor of Todd
Hall. Powell reported that the
jacks were found pushed back
into the wall mount Jacks on the
south elevator and the ninth floor
were found to have been stuffed
with material such as petrolium
jelly. There are no suspects at this
time.

for Each
PIUS Trade in

Used DVDS for
New DVD!

$

8 Hair cuts

We've Got
Connections
Local
Service

Building, and a fight was about to
start. When Moore asked the people to leave, the suspects cursed
at him.
Tyler Shehan reported that his
cell phone was stolen from a table
in Crabbe Library. When he
noticed the phone was missing,
Shehan called the phone and a
male answered. He asked the person to meet him and give the
phone back, but the male
declined. The phone service has
been terminated and there are no
suspects at mis time.
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Mon - Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Three barbers to ten* you.'

Big Hill Barber Shop

All COs & DVDs subject to store opprovol. No singles or promos.

447 Big Hill Ave.(acroM from Bank One)

623-0020
*

Long
Distance
Paging
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Richmond
Mini-Storage
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Used Products at HOT Prices:
k

* 3 for $15 on All
Previously Viewed VHS Movies.

?-J* Internet
Unlimited
Internet Access
(MM
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I
Now Available!
For additional information or
service availability, visit us online at
www.attl.com or call toll-free

8*13*4-9000.

Get
Connected
Today!
SouthEast
Telephone

• 24 hour access available
• Staff living on site
• Moving trucks available
• New, clean, well kept facility
• All major credit cards accepted

pWS 100s of $9.99
Previously
fiewed DVD Movies!

Conventional & Climate Controlled
Units Available
830 EASTE-

859-623-6524
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Hammons, ► PROGRESS CLASSIFIKDS
Hall wait for
poll results,
MISCELLANEOUS
begin plans
for next year
net. New! Easy, instant online
signup
at
http y/dm x. giodesignz.com!

HELP WANTED

Now hiring Mght Manager, flexible
with school. Ml time position Apply at
Dairy Mart. Southern Hits Plaza Cal
859-624-1342 to set up interview

PROORESS STAIT REPORT

Stave Richardson/Progress

Lucas Mammons waits in the Powell Building lobby Tuesday night.
Hammons later found out he would be the next SGA president.

SGA: Run-offs this Tuesday
From The Front
run-offs Tuesday.
Votes that resulted in a tie
between two students were decided by the coin-toss method right
after the election results were
announced. None of the candidates involved in coin tosses were
present.
In other races, more than two
candidates tied. Those races
require run-offs, to be held
-Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Voting will be done in the Powell
Building lobby by manual ballot
only. Results are expected to be
announced at 5 pjn. just before the
Student Senate's weekly meeting.
In one instance, a candidate's
name didn't come up on the computer ballot when students went
to vote. Mustapha Jourdini filed a
;grievance, and his name will be
added to the ballot in the race to

fill the final Student Senate seat
Some races won't even be
decided then. Because no writeins were elected for representatives on the Student Activities
Council from departmental organizations. President-elect Lucas
Hammons will appoint those two
spots in the fall.
In addition, because Case Hall
will be home to only freshmen,
Hammons will appoint two of its
residents to sit on the Residence
Life Council. He will also appoint
alternate representatives for Clay
and Telford halls.
Election turnout this year was
down by more than half: 561 students voted, compared to 1,258
last year. But Nick Bertram still
called the elections a success, and
attributed the low turnout to a
lack of campaigning and the single-slate race for president and
executive vice president

By the time Lucas Hammons
found out he was officially the
next Student Government president, he'd been waiting in the
Powell Building since 9 a.m.
Nearly 12 hours later, he hadn't
had anything to eat
Hammons and running mate
Mary Hall, who had been waiting
since 6:30 p.m., will take office on
April 30, and they'll already have
plenty of work to do.
One of Hammons and Hall's
first duties will be appointing cabinet members and other officers.
Hammons says he's concentrating on the treasurer spot,
because the appointee to that
position will have "total access" to
the SGA budget, which will
involve more money than in the
past
In addition, Hammons will
have to wait the entire summer to
get totally settled in. He will get a
new office since the Powell
Building is undergoing renovations, but it wont be ready until
school starts again in August
Hammons said he wasn't concerned about the possibility of
being beaten by a write-in candidate, but Hall wasn't secure until
she heard the final results.
"I wasn't really worried about
it, but I'm one of those people
who doesn't take anything for
granted," she said.

RHA: No punitive measures to be taken

FOR RENT

Quiet, furnished loft apitmeiit,
single occupancy. Near campus.
No smoking, no pets. $299 a month
/ utilities included. Call 859-6232410 or 859-893-2410.

Summer employment at Girt
Scout Camp. Work in the outdoors
and make a difference in the life of a
child. Unit staff, Creative Arts
Director. Food Service Director.
Water Front Director positions available 1-800-475-2621

FOR SALE
Underground "Invisible" Fence
System tor doge, includes 2 collars. $75.00 OBO. call 859-6221071. ask for Beth.

Now accepting applications for
ail positions. Madison Garden

"Shalana was aware she was
supposed to get an adviser's signature," Davis said. "I attribute
that to a lack of training and lack
of someone telling her that this is
inappropriate. I know there are
times you need to get things done
quickly, but I know she could've
or should have waited and got a
signature."
Davis added that former adviser White became the RHA adviser
last year without any training or
knowledge about exactly what
was going on. White was unaware
she was supposed to receive a
monthly financial statement.
The audit also said that last
year, RHA president Stacia
Chenowith had forged adviser
Brandee Petrey's signature on
one request for payment that
totaled $600. Chenowith said she
never signed Petrey's name on
forms without her consent.
Chenowith has documentation
supporting the business purpose

of the expenditure for two orders
of T-shirts. Davis said Chenowith
and Petrey have both asserted
that the forms were signed with
the adviser's consent
Also at issue in the audit was
the use of organizational flex cards,
or hospitality cards. ARAMARK's
contract with Eastern requires the
company to provide $10,000 to certrain groups for programming
functions. The audit says RHA was
provided with $3,200 on its card for
the 2002 fiscal year.
According to the report, as of
February 14 the RHA had spent
$2,380 on the hospitality card.
The card's transaction record provided by ARAMARK did not provide details of the transactions or
who used the card.
The audit recommended that
organizations that possess hospitality cards should only be used
for official events and the vice
president of student affairs should
clearly define official events. In
addition, the report suggests that
student organizations receive a

monthly account of card usage
from ARAMARK and include it
with the regular treasurer's report
Davis said she feels that the
RHA card has been used in an
appropriate manner this year.
"I can't realty tell you by looking at ARAMARK's print out, but
it doesn't seem any different from
previous years," Davis said.
Davis said no punitive measures were going to be taken in
light of the information given in
the RHA internal audit since the
expenditures made with the
forged signatures were found to
be legitimate expenses.
"It (the audit) just told us we
need to more on the ball, we
being the advisers and administration, in making sure that across
campus we deal with our accounts
on a daily basis, we know how our
money's being spent, we can
account for it ..." Davis said. "I
believe this is the appropriate
thing because we are using the
tax payers' money and we need to
be accountable for that"

Help! I need somebody! Madison
Garden

College of Education to create the
quilt for Glasser. Masters had read
about Carroll in a magazine and
gave her some basic ideas for patterns. Carroll took those ideas and
developed them even further, cut
out pieces of maroon and white
fabric and meticulously pieced
them together then laid them out
on the floor to create the quih top.
The intricate details took up
most of her time — Carroll had to
enlarge the school seal three times
before the one inch symbol was
large enough to reproduce on the
quilt. She spent hours sewing, by
hand, tiny threads into the fabric
to create the letters of the seal.
"It was very meaningful and it
touched my heart that someone
laboriously spent hundreds of
hours ... the fact that somebody
would spend that much time on
making something for me. I was
overwhelmed. For someone she
didn't even know yet," Glasser
said.
The quilt was presented to
Glasser by the College of
Education at a reception to honor
Glasser's inauguration. It is the
first piece that Carroll has created
with two sides of artwork.
On the front is the university

seal and "Joanne Kramer Glasser,
Eastern Kentucky University."
On the back, the slogan used
by the College of Education, "If
you can read this ... thank a
teacher." with an apple and four
graduation caps with tassels are
featured.
Glasser had the College of
Education set up an opportunity
for Carroll to visit campus and
spend time with the president. "I
was totally surprised and overwhelmed by the beauty when
Dean Wasicsko presented it to me,
and I told him I had to meet her."
Though Glasser has given a lot
of credit to the woman who created the work, Carroll is modest
about her art She sees each piece
as a challenge, and says she has
never really thought of her work
as being difficult.
"That was a work of art," she
said about the piece, "I loved doing
that (quih)."
Carroll learned the art of quilting by watching her mother when
she was young. "I started my first
quilt when I was seven." she said.
Carroll grew up at a time when
her family made their own quilts,
furniture and toys and canned
their own food. Carroll said she
has always had a quilt and she
only owns two blankets which she

does not even use. She even sleeps
with one of her own quilts that has
been her favorite for many years.
Throughout the years she has
hand sewn and worked with different styles of machines to create
quilts that can be used by families
for many generations, something
Carroll hopes will happen with the
quilt that is now in the Glasser
family.
She started her own business in
1996, called Carroll's Quilts and
Crafts, and runs it out of the same
Mckee cabin that her husband
grew up in. She makes special
order quilts and gives estimates to
people who are interested in having a quilt specially made, based
on design ideas. Carroll has a
showroom at her cabin and she
also sells her pieces in the
Peddler's Mall in Richmond and
various festivals throughout the
state. She makes quilts to fit all
bed sizes, including baby size; she
also quilts purses and bibs, among
other things.
"I used to quilt everything by
hand, but that's not really affordable for the customer," Carroll
said. She is quilting one piece by
hand now for her daughter, but
jokes that her daughter will probably be a grandma before she gets
finished.

Memorial service to honor deceased Eastern faculty,
students and employees April 25
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

A campus-wide memorial
service for deceased faculty,
staff and students will be held
at 4 p.m. on April 25 in the
Chapel of Meditation.
The service will include the
reading of the names of those
who have passed away in the
past year as well as remarks
from
President
Joanne
Glasser, Provost Michael
Marsden, and Acting Vice

President of Student Affairs
Rita Davis.
Family members of the
deceased and the campus
community are invited to
attend.
The families of the
deceased who are unable to
attend can contact EKU TV
Production Services for a
videotape recording of the service.
Those honored at the service will be Lance A. Barnett,

Willie Caudill, Terry Lee
Adams, Mark Hamblin, Harold
Lamb, Wayne Swezig, Rebecca
Hull, Rex Murphy, Tom
Myers, Carl B. King, James
Renfro, David K. Ng. Sara
McGill,
Virgil
Clay
Richardson, Herman Bush,
Dawn C. Lainhart, Velma Lee
Roper Lawson, Charles
Meece, David Rowe, J. Allen
Singleton. James D. Witt.
Wanda Wooton, Thomas E.
Myers, and Robert Ogle.

$250 a day potential bartending.
Training provided. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 120.

LOST & FQUNP
Found: Psagls mix puppy, white
with brown spots, on Smith Balard
St. Call 859-622-1901 or 859-6238258

Come in A enjoy a

Lifeguards wanted In North
Myrtle Beach, S.C.. will train, no
experience. Apply http://www.nsbslifeguards.com

refreshing TCBY Treat
from your friends at
Main St. Chevron

Students: Internet users wanted!
$20/hour possible surfing the inter-

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

PICK UP YOUR FREWiwf B~UYERS"c^D TODAY

O. IMs weeks question.

"What is Bob Dylan's
real name?"

3f

Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

Free Treat.

* After Nina Treats Get A Free TCBY" Small Cup Or
Cone Of Frozen Yogurt Or toe ft—
421 W Main Street • Richmond. KY • 624-3000

(859) 624-2200

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

ON CORNER OF FIRST 4 MAIN

Affordable Breast Enhancement
• In Office Surgery Available
• LA Trained Surgeons
• New under arm technique
• Complimentary consultation
• Specializing in Natural Appearance
• Visa, MasterCard & Financing Available
Waldman Plastic Surgery Center
254- LOOK or 1-800-270-3396
125 E. Maxwell St. Suite 303 (Next to UK Campus)

. Do You Like To Make Money
\ & Travel While Having Fun?

QUILT: Woman started business in 1996
From The Front

Happy 22nd Launa Roeel From
your O.T. friends!

Bam Help wanted: Two positions
available at small, private show
bam in Lexington. Some flexibility
on hours. Good pay. lovely environment. 1. Monday through Friday
mornings, approximately 2 hours,
(8:30 to 10:30) general bam work.
2. Weekend worker, full day, must
have recent experience and know
basic equine first aid. Call Lin at
859-263-3911 between 6:00 a.m.
and 8:00 p.m.

Lost W««fc< Winrar: Mar* Joiefvrnci

From The Front

1907 Camry 4 Door. 5 Speed.
194K. $1,200. Cal 859-623-2410 or
859-893-2410.

Each member of the "Marching
M Colonels" recieves a stipend
$
plus a physical ed. credit.
If you play a band instrument or
have color guard experience,
all you have to do is sign
up for Mus 256.
For more information, call the
band office at 622-3161 or
email: ken.haddiveeku.edu

^i l-s. Ccunell
^Membership Tipftbcation
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► News Quiz

Weeding out the garden og=3g?
worry. Just go to
www.eastemprogress.com and you
can cheat.

The MA election results
took almost UMOO hour* to

tttyl
a) the computer software
froze and wouldn't let them log in.
b) the many write-ins had to be verified.
c) the number of votes for Donald
Duck caused mass confusion.

Nate Bullock/Progress

RLC has tough, important job to do next year
With only three weeks of school left,
campus organizations are already
looking to next year — who will be in
leadership spots, what major projects will be
tackled and what kind of money they need to
raise. That's a normal part of running an organization.
But one group on campus needs to concentrate a little more on what they're doing next
year and who's going to take charge: the
Residence Hall Association is getting ready to
turn its responsibilities over to the newly created Residence Life Council, which will be part
of the Student Government Association.
The RHA has had its problems this year, the

worst of which were the results, released last
week, of a university internal audit report outlining procedures and policies the RHA didn't
follow. Those broken rules ranged from forging signatures to not reconciling monthly
expenditures with a budget
But instead of dwelling on those problems,
which are causing the RHA enough trouble
right now, students on campus need to look
forward to next fall when the RLC has the
opportunity to give residence life a makeover.
The RLC is going to be a brand-new organization with brand-new leaders and a slew of
issues to tackle: what about the campus alcohol policy? What about visitation hours in

halls? What about keeping halls safe? What
kind of services can halls offer for students?
Residence life has issues all its own, and the
RLC is the only group on campus that can do
anything about it The RLC and students alike
should take advantage of the atmosphere on
campus now — students have a variety of ways
to voice their opinions, and administration and
faculty are showing that they will listen.
Those opportunities shouldn't be taken for
granted. The RLC needs to provide a fresh
start with strong leadership and a clear vision
for residents campus-wide — and it needs to
clear the garden of the weeds RHA has allowed
to grow this year.

a) he's helping to raise money for the
music department
b) grilling in the rain takes a real man.
c) grilling in the rain is more fun than
singing in the rain.

In the April 11 story
"Secretary: No profit from
pay," Kristina Wall's supervisor should have been identified as James Wells.
In an SGA ad in the April
11 issue, Kevin Coots' name
was misspelled. Also in the
same ad, Jana Lilly should
have been listed as a member of Alpha Omicron PL
The Eastern Progress will
publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction,
please send it to the editor by
noon Monday before publication on Thursday.

► Campus Comments
Student groups offer many opportunities for volunteering in the community. Photographer Nicole Wenzel asked students what they do to lend a hand in Richmond.
SHANNA
CHARLES

Beattyville
Broadcasting
AM: 21

ANDREA
BEMISS

With Kappa
Delta Tau
Adopt-a-high
way, and
canned food
drive. I love it
because
you're not
only helping
others but
you are helping yourself

STEPHEN
JOHNSON

P .

Louisville
Major Prephysical
therapy
AM 18

ToddHafl
Council had a
Playstation
tournament for
a non-profit
organization.

No, I don't
have the time.
I am too busy
with school.

Business management
At)*: 20

Lexington
Major
Business
administration
AM 18

In Lexington I
worked with
Habitat for
Humanity and
served food at a
homeless shelter.

Cincinnati
Major:
Criminal Justice
20

I haven't
volunteered
because I
haven't really
seen anything.
If I saw more
advertisements,
then I probably
would.

► How to roach us
Phone: (859) 622-1881

E-MaH: prograssOacsekusdu

To

Gina Vaile, 622-1872

To i
Display
Stephanie Autt, 622-1881

Accent
Roraca Brandenburg. 622-1882

Classifled/Subecrlptlona
Catherine Cunningham, 622-1681

ArtsAStutf
Cecil SmMh, 622-1882

To
a
Steve Richardson, 622-1578

OW School and on the Edge
Jessica Griffin, 622-1882
What's on Tap
Greg Vtttow, 622-1882
Sports
Corey HaA, 622-1872
Whoa That
Katie Wertkamp, 622-1872

i

Fax: (859) 622-2354

Subscriptions are available by man at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per
semesteror $38 per year payable in
advance.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1.000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progre8a0acs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475

Jennifer Rogers I Editor
Sarah Heaney I Managing editor
Michael Kotora. Thomas Nemerlin and Nathan Bullock I staff artists
The Eastern Pregraaa (ISSN 10S1-8324) Is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and Collage
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas at (859) 622 1880.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Hoosier can't pick the winning ponies

JENNIFER
WHEELER
Ity Turn
Jennifer
Wheeler is a
senior English
major from
Indianapolis.
She is a
Progress copy
editor.

I lost my virginity this weekend; I finally experienced Keeneland after
four years of living in
Kentucky. When I pulled
up to the horse races
about noon on Saturday,
I thought I was arriving
at King's Island.
Masses of cars slowly
crept to the parking lots (a grass hill
in my case) and people walked in
herds to the gates. But instead of seeing people in cut-offs, bikini tops and
neon tank tops that read "Venice
Beach," I saw women clicking along in
their high heels, men in suits and
even little girls in frilly dresses.
These people meant business, so I
caught on and adopted the "I'm here
to win" attitude for the rest of the day.
Bad move.
First, the program book looked like
it was written in code. What the heck
was a furlong and why weren't miles
or kilometers used like in the rest of
the world? I figured that must be part
of the horse code and acted like I was
down with it
Originally thinking the horses were
awfully light, I finally figured out the
"116" or "123" by the name of the
horse signified the jockey's weight,
not the horse's. I then proceeded to
read the racing comments and times
for different amounts of furlongs.
I ignored the hyphenated numbers
called "the odds" and decided to use
my gut instinct for names combined
with what I thought I knew about practice times to pick which horses would
win.
So in one instance, I picked

Wheeler's first
Keeneland pick
Irocksilver (What a name!), read it
had a fast practice time and placed my
bet, ignoring the 30-1 odds. Hey, if the
horse had run fast in practice, then it
had to have a break through sometime, right?
Apparently not this Saturday;
Irocksilver finished last.
Okay so one bad horse, I tried
again with my carefully concocted
plan. If I was going to win, I needed to
take some chances.
I lost again and again until a last
minute bet on Morluc to show finally
cashed in. Rushing up to the tellers, I
could hardly contain myself. That is
until I collected a whopping $2.20 on
my $2.00 bet.

► letters to the editor

Health insurance costly for
Eastern employees

I want to thank Kristina Wall
and the Eastern Progress for
printing the article about EKU
employee benefits.
Several years ago, my father
worked on campus. After over ten
years of service to EKU Central
Stores, he had to quit his job.
Why? Because his entire paycheck completely went toward
paying his health insurance for my
mother, himself and me.
If EKU wishes to hire competent and efficient employees, I
think the powers that be may need
to reconsider their health care
options or maybe even consider
giving their personnel a raise.

Kristina, I truly hope that you
can find a job where you are
appreciated, not only by your
supervisor, but that it also reflects
in your salary.
Amy Howard

Civil War story has wrong
date, inaccuracies
The story about the civil war
house on Highway 421 has many
major errors.
First, the date of the event is
not April 18 and 19; it is May 1719.
There are no above ground
tombs. The stones are meant to be
lying down, not up.
And the owner of the house

That was the last blow I could take.
I had blown $60 dollars (not to mention the wad on outrageously priced
food and drinks), and my "I'm here to
win" attitude had transformed into an
"I want to go home and pout" attitude.
I would have taken a win of $200,
okay $1000 would have been better,
and been happy, but I was going for
the big one. I was greedy. I was determined to break the odds and pile up
my fortune with each race, but instead
I was left with a big hole in my pocket
I sulked to the car, not even staying
for the tenth race.
On the car ride home it occurred to
me that my strategy wasn't some ingenious idea that no one else had
thought of. People all around me lost
betting against the odds (probably on
bets more than the $2 minimum).
Some of them washed away their
Keeneland blues with $3.50 cups of
beer, and some just laughed it off
claiming they had "bet on which
horse would lose, not win." Few of
them had moped to the car like I had;
they had had fun, even if they did lose.
I decided next weekend, when I
went back to claim what was rightfully
mine, I would change my attitude and
my plan. No more arrogance. No more
outlandish picks. I would use logic to
place my bets instead of taking my
chances. There would be no sulking
because this time, I wasn't going to
lose.
This time I would glance over my
shoulder and copy the bets scribbled
down on a distinguished executive's
program. I mean, c'mon, he wouldn't
have dressed like that if he didn't
mean business, right?

would not have heard the sound of
gun fire far off since they didn't
start shooting till they reached the
house.
Also most civilians would of
been out of the area when the
army arrived for two reasons.
One, they knew what was going to
happen, and two, a small skirmish
occurred near Big Hill, four days
before the Battle of Richmond.
Thank You,
Daniel Maclnnis

Eighth grader looking for
Kentucky information
Dear Editor,
I am an eighth grade student at

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Abundant IJfe Ministries
305 Geri Lane (behind Recordsman*
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 am
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays al I M)
p.m. on WCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)
Bite Hill Avenue Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. "Christian Students
Serving Chrisl" mccls at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation to meetings
Church of Christ
461 Tohiano (in Brookline Sub . off
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6
p.m.

Wednesdav: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Church of Our Saviour
2323 U-ungton Rcl (IS 25 N.I
Phone:859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11
a.m.

Adult Education 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays.
Noon, at Powell Grill
Faith Created Assembly of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House
Road on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. A
10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m
For rides or more information call
859-623-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
Flnt Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45
a.m. A 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth A Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878.
First Baptist Church
350 W Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028

First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 .im
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 a.m.
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.

St. Stephen Catholk Newman
Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m (SI.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students- Wed.
9 p.m.

First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m. (rides
J va liable)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m.. ul Wallace BUig.. (EKU) room

St Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30
am. Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.:
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11
a.m.

326.

Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m., in the
Fellowship Hall.
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in
the Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!

Cary Ashby. Campus Minister
First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m.
A 9:40 a m.& 11 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m dree to EKlI students!)
Coliec House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.
Richmond Church of Christ
713 W Main St.
Phone: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. A 6 p.m.
Bible Smdy: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Boone statue (EKU) 15 minutes prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets in the
MacGregor Hall basement lounge
the second Monday of each month
from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) A
the fourth Thursday of each month
from 6-7 p.m.
Richmond First Church of the
Nazarene
^^S>BB^
136 Aspen Avenue
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study.
Youth, College A Career.
Programs

TrinKy Missionary Baptist Church
Jack's Creek Pike A U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623 6868
Sunday School: 9:43 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.

t

soon to sh
your senior
how proud
you are!
/

Send them a good luck bouquet from Stather's.
We deliver!

/ ane & Carey Taylor • Owners
Hair • Nails • Massage
A Carey-Lane Salon
inside Powerhouse Gym

Nails
by Carey
Rosemary Marionneaux
Massage Professional
Walk-in Space available
By appointment
Call

Sincerely,
Shirley Lim
c/o John McLens
1170 Fargo Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94579
510317-5500

624-3601

£ick 'Reflections Check out our
Subscribe Today!
Premiere issue svsilabie immediately!
New Spring
Lunch Menu

Rita Mac kin Fox '01 has begun
publishing a quarterly magazine
about life in rural Paint Lick, past
and present. Includes local history,
genealogy, and current events, plus
entertaining columns and stories by
local writers.

The Spring 2002 premiere issue will be mailed upon
receipt of your check or money order, then will be followed by issues in Summer (July), Autumn (C )ctober), and
Winter (January 2003). To subscribe, send $21.20 to:

Paint Lick Reflections
Rita Fox, Editor/Publisher
11093 Richmond Road
Paint Lick. KY 40461
Call Rita at (859; 200-0434
or
e-mail her at rtox@mis.net

209 St George Street
"Where religion and reason meet."
Adult service, youth program, and
pa school care: Sunday morning at
10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-623-

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
PAINT LICK REI I I < i IONS
MAKES A GREAT GIFT!

4614 or 859-626-9940

Madison
Garden
■ AR40aiLL

Call The
Progress at
622-1881
or e-mail
progress'
acs.eku.edu

Mlow Everyone Jo Merle Norman kr \'era Jtowfty/

While Oak Pond Christian
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggins
Lane)

Phone:859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 a.m. A ! I a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundavs, 10 a.m
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
I light 707- a lontetflporury prataa
[worship sarviw. Suadavs al 7:07
aiidwor*
p.*
Monday "Prayer Experience"- 5:3D
p in.; Wednesday Dinner and Bible
Study: n p m.
f^H

mERLE noRnrmrr

Sundav School. 9:40 a.m.

Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 am.
A 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship. 6:15 p.m.
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. al BSU Ccnier.
Supper and Bible Study

Suite 4 • 630 Big Hill Avenue

Washington Manor Middle School
in San Leandro, California.
I am currently doing a school
project that entails planning a
vacation to your fine state. I would
greatly appreciate any information
or memorabilia that your generous readers could send me.
I am interested in family activities, interesting historic sights and
unique artifacts that make your
state special. Thank you for your
time and consideration.

I niurian-l 'nivrrsalist Fellowship

Westtlde Christian Church
Benninglon Ci. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. A 6
p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available

*v i^«L
SlateS
624-0198

Cosmetic Studios

'BBADUEf.
Carry ikt Original.

Carriage Gate Shopping Canter

M0N- SAT 10:00 AM -7:00 PM

859-624-9825
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Dream it. Do it. Disney.
We re coming to campus!
Mark your calendars —All majors and all college levels invited
This is your chance to go inside this world-famous resort, build your resume
and meet students from around the world
Check out a Walt Disney World? College Program paid internship.
Housing is offered. College credit opportunities may be available.
Visit our website at wdwcoIlegeprogram.com and
then come to the presentation. Attendance is required to interview.

Thursday, April 18 at 4:30PM
Library 108
World

\JjCOLLEG EPROGRAM

wdwcollegeprogram.com

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney

'*-¥•

r^z—r

Cecil Smith, editor

Arts&Stuff
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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T^Stage Presence^

Steve RichardsorVPrograM

Steve Richardson/Progress

Above: Jay DeMarcus rips out a funky bass solo during an instrumental jam Thursday night in Alumni Coliseum.
Top canter. Gary LeVox serenades the crowd with a soulful voice.

Above and left Joe Don Rooney. shows off his musical proweia by
playing a guitar solo and then breaking out the bfuegrass with mandolin accompaniment during the song "Praying for Daytght"

Rascal Flatts flatten
Alumni Coliseum
BY CECIL SMITH

ArtsSstuff editor
At 6 p.m. last Thursday night.
Rascal Flatts fans were
already lined up outside to
purchase tickets even though the
concert did not start for another
three hours.
At 8 p.m. the doors opened and
nearly 30 girls rushed onto the
floor area of McBrayer Arena.
The flood of giggling girls and
clogging of thick-soled sandals
sounded like a troop of
Clydesdales running off the set of
a Budweiser commercial. As the
girls settled into their front row
seats, it was hard to tell by looking around if this was a country
music concert or an N"Sync party.
Thirty minutes later, the backstage crew came around to the
corner of the stage and
announced that the band was
ready for the "meet and greet"
session.
Those bearing the ever-sacred
V.I.P. passes on their clothing
made their way to the men's bas-

ketball locker room where Gary
LeVox, lead vocals; Joe Don
Rooney, vocals, guitar; and Jay
DeMarcus, bass, vocals; were posing for pictures with titillated fans.
The three amigos were very
amicable as fan after fan shook
their hands and handed them
things to autograph. The band's
seemingly overnight success is
hardly overnight at all, yet LeVox
seems unruffled and optimistic
about the band's future.
"We've had a solid run. We've
got a new album coming out and a
tour with Alan Jackson and Toby
Keith." LeVox said.
McBrayer Arena's lower section and the floor seats were full.
The house lights fade and the
band ran the middle aisle of the
floor to the stage. The nearly 500
strong floor crowd followed the
band to the stage as the members
churned out "This Everyday
Love," one of the band's hit singles.
Immediately the crowd began
singing every word and adding to
the already high level of energy

Andi Undanmayer/Pi uaresf
Jim RWey, Rascal Flatts drummer, beat the skins with a furry as the band
rolled through an impressive set of rock W rod covers and country classics.
on stage. The group's rock and
roll influences quickly surfaced as
DeMarcus swaggered and slung
his bass.
"We found out four days ago
that our record went platinum,
and it's all because of you guys,"
DeMarcus told to the crowd.
Three songs into the set.
DeMarcus began a "doo-wahditty-ditty-dum-ditty-doo" chant
with the crowd. This quick and
understated nod to a past pop

favorite is an ever-present theme
throughout Rascal Flatts' music.
The songs are pop-laden presents
wrapped up in tidy country musk*
paper and tied together with a
rock and roll ribbon.
The show rolled on with another hit single, "While You Loved
Me." In the tradition of the everpopular power ballad, lighter after
lighter ignited around the arena.
LeVox felt every note of the song
and belted out the words with a

saddened yet nostalgic articula- music, according to the crowd.
tion. Every note was soulful and The group began "Man of
honest (enter the country influ- Constant Sorrow," the theme
ence).
from "O Brother. Where Art
After the crowd wiped the Thou." after the disco ruckus and
tears away, the band fired up a once again, the crowd followed
country swing beat and the fiddle and screamed in appreciation.
player steped to the front of the
Perhaps the highlight of the
stage. For the next three minutes
he set the crowd ablaze with a vis- night came with Tm Moving On."
ible vehemence. Racal Flatts did- The song struck a discernible
n't stop there though. Take Me nerve with the audience and the
to the Church on Cumberland ensuing sway and second round
Road." originally done by country of lighter flame let the band know
legends Shenandoah, kept the they were playing a favorite.
When the song finished the
crowd dancing.
Behind the flashy stage show crowd gave a standing ovation for
and pretty haircuts are some seri- two to three minutes. If anyone
ous musicians, however. Rooney had any doubt about Rascal Flatts.
and DeMarcus can sing just as after this song, he became a
well as LeVox, all while ripping reborn believer.
out some classic country "chickThe band's last song of the
en-picking" on guitar and bass. evening. "One Good Love." and
The intricate three-part har- encore performance featuring
monies between LeVox, Rooney Edgar Winter's "Freeride" and
and DeMarcus are luxuriant.
Boston's "Peace of Mind,"
Suddenly, a familiar funk- absolved any mistakes the band
groove exuded from the stage.
Then the lines, "She's a brick ... might have made during the night
house" rang out The crowd was The crowd was exhausted and
appreciative for the change and sweaty as the lights went up.
Rascal Flatts provided Eastern
followed the band's every musical
movement. In a rare pause. LeVox with a raw and energy charged
introduced Rooney to the crowd show. Flavored with rock n" roll
and it became quite clear why all spirit, pop sensibility and country
the Teen People subscribers had honesty. Rascal Flatts has everyattended the show. Rooney may thing fans want; and a few things
as well be the Brad Pitt of country they could only hope for.

Town pride apparent in 'Laramie Project'
BY CECN. SMITH

Arts&Stuff editor

Andi Lindenmayer/Progress

Allen Smith plays a vicious
prisoner In The Laramie Project."

'Laramto Project'
WhMI: 8 p.m. tonight - Sat.
Wllf Grfford Theatre
Tickets: $4 student. $5 for
general admission.

t

The stage of "The Laramie
Project" is gilded in black with the
background wall illuminated in
the truest hue of sky blue. The
clouds on the backdrop are projected from above. A metal disc,
cut out to form cloud silhouettes
on the backdrop, rotates on a
spotlight and makes the clouds
stir and billow as if the Wyoming
wind was blowing as strong as the
day Matthew Shepard was lulled.
Actor Buzz Cornelison, portraying Moises Kaufman, the original director of the play, walks out
to center stage and begins to
explain the play's crux. The
Kaufman character explains that
the play was written based on
over 400 hours of interviews from
200 residents living in Laramie,
Wyo.. during the time of
Shepard's death.
Immediately after Cornelison's
exit, a throng of characters, all
dressed in black, enter and exit
the stage. Each character demonstrates a deep love and immense

pride for their town: what a great
place it is to live, to raise kids and
to get away from life. These
points are stressed throughout
the play, nearly to the point of
Laramie becoming a person.
The production moves quickly
through int< i iews with vivid
characters including a cab driver,
played by Mark Allen Smith, that
drove Shepard to a gay bar in
Colorado. The cab driver
emanates the same feelings that
many of the interviewees share:
Laramie is not a town of hate. No
one really cares that Shepard was
gay. In fact, there is a large gay
population in Laramie.
The play is more of a case
study on Laramie's collective psyche than that of Shepard's death.
Of course, the interviews piece
together the crime, but at the
same time each character
divulges something new on how
Laramie thinks and how things
work there.
The different worlds of
Laramie, the open-minded
University of Wyoming sect and
the common, guarded townsfolk

sect often clash with one another.
A university professor, who is also
a lesbian, talks about how she
would never publicly display affection for her lover in town,
yet.interviews with townspeople
indicate that they really don't care
if someone is gay or straight
This conflict is no different
than the idiosyncrasies found in
the human personality, so why
should Laramie be any different?
This question is the keystone in
the play's plot Laramie definitely
has a soul and the actors represent it to perfection. Every scene
digs deeper into the mood of
Laramie.
The play's criticism of the
media stands out most defiantly in
light of everything the play has
presented. Reporters stand on all
four comers of the stage and talk
at the same time to exemplify how
vexatiously the media pawed at
Laramie's open wounds. The
blitzkrieg of media attention made
Laramie look like an epicenter for
hate.
In one of the movie's most
moving scenes, a gay resident

Andi Lindenmayer/ProgrMS
Ryan Ray. left, explains the situation in Laramie. Wyo. to Eric BtankensWp
in Eastern Theater's production of The Laramie Project."
talks about a parade that was held
in Shepard's honor. He lived in an
apartment above one of
Laramie's main streets and
watched the parade pass his
window. The last group of people in the parade carried a banner with Shepard's name on it
The character says he
watched the parade come back
around and five times the
amount of people hadjoined in
support of Shepard. The scene

demonstrates how a town torn
apart by evil is unified in com* •
passion.
Another character portrayed-*
by Cornelison is the town's priest.'-_
The priest tells the interviewers to r»
"Just deal with what is true. You >know what is true."
The interviewers initially
arrived in Laramie to find out
about a crime. Instead, they discoverd the scarred soul of a recovering community.
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Health fair
to provide
screenings,
information
BY Q"B8

Vti IIIUW
WhaTs on Tap etMor

Pattie A. Clay Regional Med
ical Center and the Richmond At
tntsa Club are aponaoriag the
Madison County Healtn Fair from
6 am. to 1 pJD. April 25 at the
First Christian Church on Main
Street The event is open to the
Certified pros* ssion all from
Pattie A. Clay wil conduct a variety of free health screenings including blood pressure, pulmonary, anemia, spinal, blood
type, body fat. blood glucose, visual and prostate sueemngs.
The blood glucose screening
is important 6M- diagnosing diabetes. Pattie A. Clay spokesperson Jo Helen Cloys said if s important college students be tested.
"If there's a family history,
they really need to be checked
out" she said.
She also said high blood pressure is common among young
people.
In addition, participants can
get an optional blood test for $12.
This test includes measurements
of calcium, potassium, sodium
sad blood sugar. A Kpid profile is
mctaded to determine cholesterol
Some of the free screenings
require a finger prick The optional test requires blood be taken
from the arm. Those who plan to
have the paid screening should
fast for 12 hours before arriving.
Information booths will be set
up containing information about
various health concerns including
diabetes and Alzheimer's disease.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
Vrtthow at 622-1882
or by e-mail at
progress@acs.eku.edu.
Greg Vittitow. editor
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TODAY

The Bottle Rockets will perform
at Lynagh's Music Club at
388 Woodland Ave. in
Lexington. Cover Is $7 In
advance. $8 at the door.

EHU Annual Art Student
ExhMoon through April 24 in
Giles Gallery. Cat 622-8135
far gasery hours.

SATURDAY
8:30 a.m.
Hike for Hospice 2002 at Indian
Fort Theatre in Berea.
Proceeds benefit patients and
families served by Hospice
Care Plus. Call 1-80D806
5492 tor more information.

Spring Fest 2002 events sporv
sored by University
Ceoterboard. "Wax Hands"
and "Sumo Wrestling' at the
Powell Comer. "Jurassic
Obstacle Course* and
"Bungee Run* in the Powell
Plaza.

lOaja.
Earth Day hike and picnic with
Jim Hays at Horse Uck Creek
in Rockcastle County. Van will
leave from Alumni Coliseum.
Call 622-1644 for more information.

Rob Mercure w*V present
-Mountain Melodies: Stones
and Songs of Civil Action in
the Appalachian CoeMteUs' in
Room 201 of Crabbe Library.

EKU Theatre will present "The
Lararnie Project* in Gilford
Theatre. Call 622-1323 for
ticket information.

EKU Dance Theater win present
its spring 2002 concert in trie
Weaver Dance Studio. Student
tickets are $4. non-student
$6.
8:30-10 p.m.
EKU Chess Club wM meet in
room 208 of the Crabbe
Library. Players of all levels
are welcome.

FRIDAY

9pm.

Ron Harris and The Knot
Brothers will perform at The
Buddha Belly. 145 N. First St.

8 p.m.
EKU Theatre will present "The
Lararnie Project* in Gifford

Theatre. Call 622-1323 tor
ticket information.
9 p.m.
The Hellhounds will perform at
The Buddha Belly. 145 N.
First St.

10 sun.
IVC will perform at Rum Runners
at 509 W. Main St. in
Lexington. Cover is $3.

WEDNESDAY
7:30 p.m.

7:30 sue.

5:30 p.m.
Earth Day recital at First
Presbyterian Church, 330 W.
Main St Reception follows.
IVC will perform at Lynagh's
Music Club at 388 Woodland
Ave. in Lexington.
Funktelligence will open.
Cover is $3.

Floyd Lovins will perform at The
Buddha Belly. 145 N. First St.

Eddy-n-them will perform at The
Buddha Belly. 145 N. First St

African-American Achievement
Banquet in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom. Call 622 3205 for
more information.

10|

• pun.
EKU clarinet choir recital in
Gifford Theatre. Call 622
3266 for more information.

9 p.m.

SUNDAY

Faculty brass quintet in Brock
Auditorium.

The Office of Multicultural
Student Services will host a
professional seminar and
fashion show in the Hemdon
Lounge of the Powell Building.

Yvonne Baldwin will present
"Cora Wilson Stewart and the
Struggle for Adult Literacy in
Kentucky* in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.
The event is part of the EKU
Center for Kentucky History
and Politics Lecture Series.

8 p.m.
EKU Theatre will present "The
Lararnie Project" Saturday In
Gifford Theatre. Call 6221323 for ticket information.

EKU Dance Theatre will have its
spring concert in the Weaver
Dance Studio. Admission is
$4 far students. $6 tor nonstudents, children 12 and
under are free.

TUESDAY

3 p.m.
Todd Tipton guest guitar recital
in Brock Auditorium. Call 622
3266 for more information.

MONDAY
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Earth Day environmental fair outside the Powell Building.

Wes Jackson will present "The
Changing Relationship
between the Tree of Life and
the Tree of Knowledge" in
Room 116 of the Moore
Building.

UPCOMING
Berea Gospel Sing at 7 p.m.
April 25 at Berea Baptist
Church, 310 Chestnut Street
in Berea.
Faculty, Staff and Alumni
Reception from 6-7 p.m. April
26 at Arlington.
Dr. James McChesney Memorial
Golf Classic April 22 at
Gibson Bay Golf Course.
Tournament registration
begins at noon. Call Jon
McChesney at 622-1835 for
more information.

2002

EKU

Dining

Food Show!
April 24th
Fresh Food Company
From 10:30am-1:30pm

Taste samples of the latest
in Culinary Inventions and,
vote your opinion for next
semester's Menu!

KU
]mmtttto.*K--*.m--*.\
•
!
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Latest Chautauqua
focuses on issues
of church and state
BVKATKWITTICH
Asst. news editor

mail Lynn said, "I don't want to
start a debate with the person so I
only write them back if they misThe separation of church and spell a name." Otherwise, Lynn
state has become an important does not lose any sleep over hate
quest for Chautauqua series mail.
guest speaker Barry Lynn. Lynn
Lynn feels two issues divide
lectured on the controversy April Americans in ways no others do
11 in the Moore Building.
— guns and religion. Lynn stated,
Lynn is a firm believer that "If you can't get calls on a topic,
religion should not impose on just bring up religion or guns and
government issues. He has taken you will have calls from informed
his argument to several national and uninformed people expressradio and television shows.
inn their opinions."
Lynn earned
One of his
a
theology
main points was
degree from the
censorship in
Boston School
public schools
of Theology and
across
the
a law degree
country.
from
Shakespeare,
Georgetown
whose literature
University, and
is studied in
has held a varimiddle
and
ety of offices for
high schools,
the
United
has become a
Church
of
target for cenChrist. It is a —Barry Lynn
sorship. Lynn
Protestant expert on separation of
said a person
denomination of church and state
has the right to
about 1.8 million
their opinion on
members
the works, but
around
the
should not use
country.
the power of
As a way to put his degree and the state to censorship the literawork experience to use, Lynn has ture.
toured the globe, visiting places
Lynn also discussed what he
as far away as Australia. He thought was an inappropriate
began lecturing after deciding he worship service at the rotunda of
didn't agree with the church on the Capital Building. He said,
issues such as birth control and "This shouldn't happen in a
abortion.
nation that is supposed to be secSince Lynn has begun these ular and neutral when it conies to
lectures, he has received hate faith and religion."

'Affrilachian' journey in Kennamer
Crystal Wilkinson, a 1985 Eastern graduate, will give a tab titled
"An Affrilachian Writer's Journey" next week.
Wilkinson's speech will begin at 3:30 p.m. April 23 in the
Kennamer Room.
Wilkinson grew up in Indian Creek. In 1997, she was named a
Kentucky Arts Council Al Smith Fellow, and in both 1994 and 1998.
Wilkinson used funding from the Kentucky Foundation for Women
to complete a collection of short stories.
Her tali m sponsored by the English department and Women's
Studies Program.

You will have calls
from informed
and uninformed
people expressing
their opinions.

yy
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Corner of 2nd and Water St.

624-9241

Beat the
Heat with a
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visit us online
www.easternprogress.com
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624-9449
415 Leighway Drive (beside Recordsmith)
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•Tank Fills
•Paintballs
m DELIVER! •Markers
Sabwif!

Dine-in/Carry-out Hours

Mon. - Sat. 10.30 a.m. -12 midnight
Sun. 11 a.m- 11p.m.

Delivery Hours

Mon.-Sal. 11am -11 p.m
Sun. 12 noon- 11p.m.

online this week
Making entertainment

£w:rasII now at
Neasternprogress.com/di

1,000 DreamLink bonus points,
l&L

•z*>sr

Personalized
weekly e-newsletter.

Plus the opportunity
to earn points towards
exciting rewards.

NY
enjoy great savings on sony products

Every one of us at eGrad has made quite
a few mistakes. We've botched interviews,
run up enormous credit card bills, gotten
ripped off in Tijuana, lived in squalid,
overpriced apartments and broken up with
wonderful people for terrible reasons Hey,
one of us even got drunk and slept through
graduation day.
And though we weren't much help to
ourselves, we can be a tremendous help

egrad

to anyone looking to make a smooth
transition out of college.
We've packed eGrad with tried-and-true
advice on dealing with everything postcollege life has to offer special deals to
make the transition a little easier on the
wallet, message boards to exchange tips
and questions with other grads, and a job
Hypersearch to connect you to the perfect
position

YOUR GUIDE TO
GRADUATION AND BEYOND

www.easternprogress.com

YOU AND YOUR NURSING

Nursing in the Air Force: exciting, rewarding, the best.
Best facilities, best benefits. Travel, training, advancement
and 30 days of vacation with pay; plus you may qualify for
a $5,000 bonus If you're a registered nurse, Air Force
Nursing offers the best of everything.

CAREER TO GO PLACES.

To request additional information, call
1-800-423-USAF or visit a1rforce.com

THE AIR FORCE WANTS BOTH

egrad.com

learn from our mistakes.

*♦*
U.S.AIRFORCI
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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Family ties office together
BYKATKWBTKAMP

Who's That editor
No matter how hard she tries,
she just can't slack off at work,
not with her aunt and her mother
looking over her shoulder.
Howe. 25, a senior interdisciplinary early childhood education
major, works in the office of sponsored programs at the Million
House and was recently named
Student Employee of the Year.
If she needs some family counseling all she has to do is turn
around or go down stairs. Her
aunt. Madonna Barnes, works at a
desk directly behind her and her
mother, Connie Howe, works
downstairs.
She started working for sponsored programs two years ago
when Barnes told her of a vacancy
in the office. Since then, she has
worked year-round without ever
missing a day.
Her boss, Scott Tracy, nominated her for Student Employee
of the Year.
"I had an idea that I won
because everyone was there, but
they've always supported me in
everything I do," Howe said.
The letter of nomination
praised Howe for her effort on the
office newsletter and dedication to
her job. It said that she often
comes into the office without
being asked to when others need
the day off.
Her duties for working at the
sponsored programs office
include editing and publishing the

Katie Weitkamp, editor

Student Employee of the Year
Jennifer Howe was named Student Employee of
the Year on April 2 at a banquet where all student
employees were honored.
This year there were 27 entries for Student
Employee of the year. The winner receives a
plaque and copy of the letter written recommending
them for this award.

T. Sinter's Mill

135 E. Main St Newly Remodeled

Are* LJrefrwraytff'rograi
JcnnHw How*

a short break from work with her mother, Connie Howe, standing, and aunt. Madonna

monthly newsletter. Grant Watch,
which Tracy said would not happen without her.
Other dudes include maintaining and updating databases for all
university subcontracts, answering phones, opening mail and
preparing proposals to be mailed.
Howe says she works about 20
hours a week at the job and
spends 12 hours in class. She
plans to graduate this December.
Howe rides to work with her
mother every day from their farm
in Richmond, where she grew up.
As a child she and her sister loved
to play on the farm; she even took

-

up horseback riding. Now she
says she doesn't have much time
to enjoy the farm life because of
school and work.
One of Howe's hobbies is
singing. She has sung in weddings and at her church. The only
voice training she says she has
had was at Eastern: her first two
semesters she took voice lessons.
Howe also likes to make scrapbooks to remember the fun times
she has had with her friends and
family. So far she has completed
six, but plans on making many
more.
Once

she

graduates

in

December, Howe hopes to find a
teaching job around the area so
she can stay close with her
friends and family. After a few
years she would like to relocate
out of state.
She said she would like to
teach a kindergarten class. Howe
has also worked in pre-schools in
Richmond. She said her favorite
people to work with are in the 3
and 4-year-oW range.
"I'm moving to the city," Howe
said. She will always love
Richmond and Eastern, but looks
forward to her future in elementary education in a bigger city.

EKU-TV Full-Time Staff Member
EKU Faculty - Broadcasting
EKU Graduate - M.S. Ind Ed. 2000
Model Lab Graduate - Clas* of B3
Grew up In Richmond, KY

" Help me build a stronger
relationship between EKU
Faculty, Staff and Students
and the City of Richmond."

Vote Paul J. Ramsey
Richmond
City Commissioner
Open. Honest Progreesive, Responsible City Government
On May 28 You'll Cast 4 Vote* Please Let Me Be One
>*>•*/**'> wwwpmu+mm—ycoin

Pad lor Dy PlU J HamMy

Wed. - $3 All you can
- Wet t-shirt conu
lhun.-75(Coors Light
Fri.
Sat

$10 All you can
-S3 Pitchers

62441249

We Cater to Private Potties

THE BOTANY BAY
Hemp Company

Over 600 styles of
Body Jewelry starting at $5.99
• Body Jewelry
• New Age Supplies
• Huge Selection of Unique Gifts
Hour*:
11-7Mon-Sat

623-HEMP

OFFICER CANDIDATES

Education Majors

WANTED-GO FOR THE GOLD
Have you thought about the u. VBFSity in

California?
California offers teachers
more choices in school locations,
teaching environments and
cultural experiences.

a mix of people,
politics,
environments,
cultures and
cuisines, you'll
love living
in California.

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 803-0966
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

to Kappa Deltas
New Initiates

Our six million students come from households
representing over 90 spoken languages,
hundreds of cultures and myriad opinions.
(Imagine a social studies class in any one
of our communities!)
In California, we live and breathe diversity. If you embrace the new and
challenging - if you can guide young lives from every background to achieve
the greatness they are meant to achieve - if you have the potential to be a
teacher of the first rank - we have a place for you.

Bring your teaching degree to California

Our diversity allows you more choices in school locations, teaching environments and
opportunities. And when you're not teaching, our rich diversity in cultures, climates and
lifestyles will allow you to learn some new things about yourself, too.
We need you in California. And we're backing that need with serious dollars.
Find out more For more information,
call toll-free 1-888-CafTeach (888-225-8322)
or visit our website at www.calteach.com

CalTeach

Left Coast. Right Job."

•

BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.

Congratulations

Are you ready for a challenge? Like to mix it up?
Then bring your teaching degree to California.

If you like

Kentucky Army National Guard Is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. Tills Includes Direct Commission, ROTC/Slmultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.

Ash lea Barnes
Julie Bennett
Hannah Bishop
Kara Hafer
Kristin Hale
Kelli Harris
Kim Thompson
Amanda Johnson

Celebrating
80 yean
of publication

OldSchool

Jessica Griffin, editor
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Give peace a chance: Vietnam War had major impact on Eastern
The way we were:
Eastern during
American protest
When most people think about
the late 60s and early 70s.
pictures of flower children, peace
marches and protests often flood
their minds.
The atmosphere at Eastern
was much the same as the rest of
the world at that time. Students
and teachers alike were against
the war in Vietnam and were very
instrumental in voicing their opinions against it.
In 1969, a moratorium was
given on campus to honor the
memories of those killed in the
war and to protest what was then
called 'Nixon's War."
A few months later, in the
wake of the shootings at Kent
State University, a vigil was held
for the slain, and another protest
was held against the war.
The following story excerpts
are taken from Progress articles
written during this intense time in
American history. Though they
can't show us the true atmosphere of the world back then,
they do provide some helpful
insights and show us how different the Vietnam war was from our
current war.

x
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Progress archives/Printed May 14,1970
Former Student Association President Jim PeHegrinon led a "March for
Peace" on campus after the 1970 shootings at Kent State University.

bout 800 Eastern students joined more than
ne million Americans in
yesterday's day of moratorium
for Americans dead in the war
in Vietnam.
The programs at the Van
Peusem Pavilion were a joint
effort by the Ad Hoc Vietnam
War Moratorium committee
and a committee appointed by
the Eastern Student Council.
The three-hour program was
begun with an emphatic denunciation of what was termed
"Mr. Nixon's War" by Robert
Setfler, professor of law at the
University of Kentucky.

S It*.

Peursem Pavilion. It was followed by more than an hour of
protest marching and an allnight ravine "sleep-in."
/
During the march, demonstrators chanted various
peace slogans and sang
Heatle John Lennon's "Give
Peace a chance."

First printed in the
Progress on May 14, 1970

First Printed in the
Progress Oct. 16, 1969

This editorial cartoon was printed
Nov 13, 1969 in the Progress.
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Eastern students added
their voice to more than 200
colleges and universities
across the nation this past
week in mourning the deaths
of four Kent State University
students killed by Ohio
National Guardsmen May 4.
A memorial service for the
four Kent State Students,
attended by about 825
Eastern students, was last
Thursday night in the Van

" " ffr. Cedric Yeo of Eastern'*
History Department was the
second of the professors who
condemned the Americans'
intervention in Vietnam.
"I could not refuse to speak
today," Dr. Yeo said, "because I
have been opposed to this war
from the very start"
Dr. Yeo cited recent national
polls which indicate that 58% of
American people are dissatisfied with the. United States'
position in Vietnam.

This editorial cartoon of Richard
Nixon was printed Oct. 30. 1969.

Peace - life - Wrong
War-Death-Right
For the better part of this
decade, for some unfathomable reason, this opening
series of words has been characteristic of the thought pattern of our nation.
The war in Vietnam has
become an element of our
existence in the same way leprosy becomes a part of the

lives in a colony of lepers. We
are continually aware of it.
Our communications media is
filled with tragic log every
day. We are confident that
these (moratorium) activities
will be a valuable expression
of concern on probably our
most important national issue.

First printed in the
Progress on Oct. 9, 1969

Best pizza under one roof

Into Spring
March 25th - May 4th
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Donate 2 times a week (Mon. - Sat.) from
Biolife Plasma Services and receive a
ticket to win a chance at some major
CASH $$$! (Drawing May 4th)
• 1 st place
•2nd place
• 3rd place
•4th place

-

$250.00
$150.00
$75.00
15 $20.00 winners

Go Colonel$...and Grab This Deal
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING

.99

/ (§&V^
* ^ew honors can rece've
l(C_^ n. - 0/r
a ticket to win on their
DlOLlfC
very first donation!

College ID required

PLASMA SERVICES §

Call for your appointment today]

624-9815

360 Eastern ByPass • Richmond, KY

623-2264
Racing through |LT

AprifO
Join us for the excitement of College Day

>•
'

-r\, >*?
Friday, April 19.

4»-a«

Spr

The first 1.004 students with Valid college IDs receive free admission and a $2 betting
voucher when they enter through the Grandstand East entrance.
• Ten students will win vouchers worth $104 each.
• Festival food and live music on the terrace (weather permitting).
• Post time 1:15 p.m. (ET). Closed Mondays and Tuesdays.

www.keeneland.com
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Corey Hall, editor

Maroon-White game all about fun
I

Football spring practice comes to a close
with Maroon-White game at 6 p.m. Saturday
Bv COREY HALL
Sports editor

For football fans that can't wait
until next season to watch an
Eastern football game, this
Saturday is your chance to see
what next season has in store.
The annual Maroon-White
football game will take place
Saturday at 6 p.m. at Roy Kidd
Stadium. The game will have no
kicking except for punting, and
the two squads will play four 12
minute quarters instead of the
regular 15. Admission to the
game is free for everyone.
Coach Roy Kidd and his staff
will split up players to make the
game as competitive and appealing to fans as possible.
Starting quarterback Travis
Turner will start for one team
while backup Toki McCray will
start for the other. No. 3 quarterback Chip Franklin will toggle
between the two teams.
Tailback Chuck Marks will
start for one squad and Terry
Ennis the other.
AU-OVC tailback CJ. Hudson
will not participate in the game
due to a nagging groin problem
that has hampered the running
back since late last season. The
rest of the offense and the entire
defense will be split evenly on
both teams.
"C J. is getting better." Kidd

said. "He has been going through
drills, but he hasn't put a pad on
all spring."
NCAA rules only allow 15 days
of practice during the spring.
Kidd and staff have used these
days to teach fundamentals and
get a look at some young players
who previously haven't gotten to
show what they can do.
"We've got a good bunch of
young men." Kidd said. The players don't look at spring practice as
being a lot of fun. but it is very
beneficial for coaches because we
can evaluate the younger guys."
Entering his 39th year as
Eastern's head coach. Kidd looks
forward to the Maroon-White
game.
"The spring game is for the
players and the fans," Kidd said.
"We try to make it as fun for
everybody as possible. It gives the
young kids a chance to show what
they can do in a game situation. I
don't care who wins, as long as no
one gets hurt"
The spring has been very
injury prone to several Colonels.
Along with Hudson, fellow running back Jason Gray is doubtful
for the game, wide receivers
Terry Liggin, Jeff Barrett and center Ryan Hortman are out
On defense, the secondary has
been hit hard by injuries with corners Tommy Johnson and
Tremayne Perkins expected to sit

out the game.
•
These injuries are bad. but it
gives our younger guys a chance
to ful in. We are so depleted in the
secondary right now that those
guys win probably have to play on
both teams," Kidd said.
Senior defensive end Nick Hifl
wfll anchor a defensive line that is
expected to be the strong suit of
the defense next season. Hill says
the spring game is a chance for
the players to get after one another and earn a little bragging
rights.
"It's a very competitive game
because it is the only competitive
time we really play against one
another," HM said.
"If a guy gets tile best of you.
you have to wait until next year to
get him back so that makes it fun.
The talent is definitely there for
us. I believe we have as much talent as anyone we play and I look
forward to getting the season
started."
The spring game may be all
fun for the fans, coaches and players, but Kidd still expects maximum effort from his players.
"We wiD expect them to run to
the ball, tackle and do all the
things they have been taught,"
Kidd said. "TVe are going to take a
look at the video of the game to
evaluate the players. It could
decide who we decide to keep
around next season."

Stove RctwdMrvProQTMS
Eastern wide receiver Matt Miner fights for extra yardage in the teams first scrimmage on April 6. Miller is one of
several young players who are getting a chance to play in the spring.

Softball
hits first
skid of
season

BVLEECASWELL

'

Sports writer

I

The softball team hit its first
slump of the season tin week,
losing three out of four games.
Tuesday the University of
Kentucky came to challenge the
Colonels in a double header here
at Eastern. The Colonels were
unable to defend their territory
and lost both games.
Steve Richardson/Progress
Jonelle Csora pitched the first
game. She allowed seven hits and
i Soto connects with a pitch Tuesday against Kentucky at Hood Field. The Colonels dropped both games
recorded five strikeouts in eight of the douWeheader and have tost three of their last four.
innings of work.
The Colonels were down 3-2 in match 4-3.
scoring one run in each of the Freshman pitcher Beth Connor
the bottom of the fifth when Jen
"We had chances to win," first two innings. The Colonels was brought in to replace Soto.
Christiansen singled to left field. coach Jane Worthington said. managed to buckle down and Connor hit the first batter she
Diana Barreras then bunted to "We played awful. This is the hold the Wildcats scoreless until faced and allowed a bases clearadvance Christiansen to second. worst I've seen us play all year.
the top of the fifth inning.
ing triple before finally settling
Elise Burch then singled to score
"I was surprised we were even
In an uncharacteristic inning down to end the inning.
Christiansen to tie the game 3-3.
able to keep it that close with the for the Colonels, they allowed
The bottom of the fifth inning
The game remained even until way we played," Worthington seven runs on seven hits. Jessica was do or die for the Colonels
the top of the eighth when UK said.
Soto and the defense allowed the because of the eight run rule.
scored on a two-out double to up
The second game was even bases to fill twice. Soto was pulled They needed at least two to stay
the score to 4-3. Eastern was worse for the Colonels. UK after beaning a batter to fill the in the game and play the next two
unable to answer and fell in the jumped to an early 2-0 lead by bases for the second time. innings. Kelli Bromley started the

Colonels off in the right direction
by hitting a single courtesy of an
error from UK's third baseman.
Bromley was then thrown out at
second
when
Jennifer
Christiansen singled.
Diana Barreras then doubled
to deep center field to score
Christiansen. Jennifer Norris then
singled to score Barreras and the
Colonels were still in the game.
Eastern was unable to put anymore runs on the board and
dropped the contest 9-2.
"I felt we were a step slow all
day." Worthington said. "We
knew coming into this game that
Kentucky was a good hitting
team, but I thought that our hitting and pitching could hold up.
We gave them the first game, but
we flat out lost the second."
The loss put Eastern's overall
record at 24-11 and Soto picked
up her third loss of the season.
After the game a team meeting
was issued.
"HopefuUy after today they're
all on the right page. The fact that
they stuck around and talked
shows a lot of promise,"
Worthington said.
"I just think we need to
regroup and dig a little deeper. I
know we have the talent to win
because they've shown me all season they have it." Worthington
added.
Earlier in the week Eastern
traveled to ClarksvUle, Tenn., to
face Austin Peay on Saturday in a
double header. The third game of
the series was scheduled to be

played on Sunday but was cancelled due to rain.
In the first game, Austin Peay
put up five runs in the fifth inning.
Three of those runs came off a
home run by Austin Peay's Kristy
Claude.
The Colonels attempted to
mount a comeback but could only
manage one more run. The final
score of the game was 5-2.
"Our bats just weren't there,"
Worthington said. "I'm not making excuses but the conditions on
the field were not great." The
game was delayed twice because
of rain before finally starting.
In the second game the
Colonels redeemed themselves
by shutting out Austin Peay.
Jessica Soto threw a one hitter
and Bethany Herrington homered
in the fourth inning to drive in her
sister Amy to put the Colonels up
2-0.
Jennifer Norris added a home
run of her own in the fifth inning.
The homer scored shortstop
Diana Barreras and centerfiekier
Kelli Bromley to account for the
last three runs of the game.
"We played better in the second game, but I expect us to beat
the teams at the bottom of our
conference like that. We should
have won the first game also."
Worthington said.
The Colonels sit a half game
atop the OVC right now and will
look to improve this weekend vs.
Eastern Illinois here at home. The
action starts at 1:00 pm on both
Saturday and Sunday.

Women's golf team finishes
in fifth place at own tourney
BY CASSONORA KWBY

Assistant sports editor

"

Steve RichardsotvProgrtM
Brtttalny Klein attempts a chip shot on the ninth hole at Arlington Friday. Klein shot a251 overall to finish in 52nd
place in the tournament The Colonels finished fifth out of 15 teams in the event.

Eastern's women's golf team
pulled itself together Saturday to
jump four places in the third and
final round of the Eastern
Kentucky University Lady
Colonel Classic for a fifth place
finish with a score of 960 (320,
327, and 313).
The Lady Colonels came
together after a bumpy second
round where they had slipped
four spots from fifth to ninth
place.
Toledo claimed the tournament championship by posting a
final score of 942 (315, 313. and
314). Murray State, who finished
second, had its hopes of winning
dashed after posting a score of
946 (312. 312. and 322).
Following Toledo and Murray
were Austin Peay which came in
third with a final score of 947;
Western Carolina came in fourth
with 955; Eastern Kentucky
came in fifth with 960; Butler
came in sixth with 967; Oakland
also came in sixth with 967;
Xavier came in eighth with 970;

Western Kentucky came in
ninth with 972; Youngstown
State came in 10th with 978;
Texas-Pan American came in
11th with 992; Tennessee Tech
came in 12th with 1007; Ball
State came in 13th with 1013;
IUPUI came in 14th with 1014;
and Lipscomb came in last with
a 1022.
Austin Peay's Samantha Fox
won the overall individual crown
with a score of 222 (75, 78, and
72).
The Lady Colonels were led
by senior KeUi Wilson, who finished fifth overall with a threeday total of 232 (78, 79, and 75).
Jennifer Sullivan also finished
in the top 10 for Eastern, tying
for 10th with a score of 234 (80,
76, and 78). while teammate
Leah Larkin placed 38th with
her 247 (83, 83, and 81). Brittany
Klein (251) and Brittany
Rodgers (252) also finished at
52nd and 54th.
"I was very pleased with the
team." head coach Joni Stephens
said. "We had a good first day.
We fell off the second day. but
we came back and had a really
good last day."

Next upOVC

WhM: April 27-May 1

Paducah

After shooting an 89 the second day of the tournament, the
Lady Colonels realized that to
stay competitive something had
to change Stephens said.
"On the third day we were
just trying to play one shot at a
time and not to get angry when
things didn't go our way — and
it worked. On the last day we
went from an 89 to an 81 and
shot 313 as a team, which is really good." Stephens said.
The Lady Colonels will conclude the spring season when
they travel to Paducah, for the
Ohio Valley
Conference
Championships, April 27
through May 1.
-
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Track teams host home meet
BY CASSOHORA KWBY

Assistant sports editor
Eastern's men and women's
track teams look forward to continuing their spring seasons this
weekend when they host the
Eastern Kentucky Open at the
Tom Samuels Track.
The Colonels head into this
weekend's meet looking to
improve individual finishes after
last weekend's meet at the Sea
Ray Relays in Knoxville. Tenn.
At the Sea Ray's. Lady Colonel
Kathy Dodsworth turned in a
10th place finish in the discus
throw with a toss of 46.94 meters,
Cynita Hoskins finished 17th in
the 100-meter hurdles with a time
of 14.25 and Sheri Calhoun
placed 17th with a time of 55.97 in
the 400-meter dash.
"We didn't run any relays for
the women. We just ran a couple
of people in the different events."
head coach Rick Erdmann said.
"Our best individual performer,
however, was Cynita Hoskins."

On the men's side, Alan
Horton placed fourth in the 5000meter run with his time of
14:47.90.
Rob Jones finished 12th in the
400-meter hurdles with a time of
52.37. Phil Scott placed 35th in
the 800-meter run with a time of
1:54.07 and Roosevelt Turner finished 45th in the 200-meter dash.
"Alan Horton was our best performer from the men's individual
standpoint," Erdmann said.
In the 4 X 100 relay Eastern
recorded the fastest time of the
year for the OVC with a 41.33.
"We had our best performance
of the year in the 4 X 100 relay,"
Erdmann said. I was very pleased
with the guys' performance.
Eastern looks to continue its
improvement and preparation for
the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament this weekend at the
Eastern Kentucky Open.
They will be competing
against Morehead. Marshall and
Kentucky along with various
open and unattached runners.

New
Units

Eastern Kentucky University
men's and women's tennis teams
have been busy over the past
week. The flurry of games
marked the end of both team's
regular season.
Last Wednesday the men's
team traveled to the University of
Kentucky. The Cats were ranked
number 14 and the Colonels fell 60.
The loss put the Colonel's
record at 7-10 overall. "It was a

File Photo/Progress

Alison Smith, loft, and Tiftaney Cartwnght run at trie Tom Samuels track.
They will be competing Friday in the Eastern Kentucky Open.
This should allow us to get in
some extra practice as we prepare for the OVC." Erdmann said.
Field events start at 4 p.m. and
the running events start at 5 p.m.
The event is an open meet in
which teams can compete just for
the fun of it. This means there is

Williams, Rachel Long and
Lyndsey Warbington all recorded
singles wins.
The wins improved the men's
record to 8-10 overall and 3-3in
the conference. The women
improved to 5-12 and 2-4.
On Saturday the teams faced
Tennessee Tech. Eastern's men
and women were swept in both
matches 7-0.
In the last matches of the regular season for both teams the men
and women faced Cumberland
College. The men won 4-3 and the

Does your college
nog ram guarantee
you a job after
graduation?

no entree fee, team scoring or
awards and that the event is open
to anyone.
For those interested in competing, registration is open for
the remainder of the week and
one can enter by calling Eastern's
track office at 622-2130.

women swept Cumberland 7-0.
TTie men's Seth Hauser, Alvin
Cheng, and Lee Lester all won
their singles matches. The men
also won the doubles point. The
men really squeaked one out. The
women won every match," Oertel
said.
Next up for both teams are the
conference championships in
Nashville. Tenn. "We're going to
try to be the best team we can
be." Oertel said. The tourney
starts today and extends through
Saturday.
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BY LEE CASWEU.

great experience to play an SEC
team, they're the elite of college
tennis," Coach Rob Oertel said.
Friday the teams faced Austin
Peay. Both teams were victorious.
The men's team won 4-2 and the
women won 6-1. "It was good to
get some conference wins and
bump them up in the seeding,"
Oertel said.
The men's Alvin Cheng, Lee
Lester. Billy Pfaffinger and Ross
Schitter all recorded wins versus
Austin Peay. The women's
Lindsay Herrera, Andie Hill, Tami

Asowas^gQ QQ

for the entire summer break.
Call now to reserve your
personal mini storage space.

Tennis teams prepare for OVC
Sports writer

Fort Knox Mini Storage
EKU Student Summer
Storage Specials

-simply the Best Shop in Town
'
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Madison
narden

We accept all
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cards and
checks.
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Eastern Kentucky University
Homecoming 2002 - October 19th
Theme Contest
Teacher Mara Sidmoreiove*«* «***«.

There will be a Theme Contest for the 2002 Homecoming
Parade. There will be a $100 cash prize award to the winner of the
Theme Contest. 2001 s Homecoming theme was

Just ask the students she teaches every day. But when it came to her

retirement port.ol,osr> Wanted 3 little leSS d^llia.
So she turned to us, a fund irtaiager known for a steady hand. In these volatile times.

There s No Place Like EKU Homecoming

V^i help people build portfolios that are anything but.
Now she saves all the theatrics for the stage

Log on for ideas, advice, fid results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2771

\

I

All persons interested in submitting a theme should stop by the
Office of Student Development and fill out a form. Contest is
limited to currently enrolled Eastern Students.
Deadline for entering is April 26th by 12:00 noon!!!
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Baseball wins games that count
Coney HAU.
Sports edrtor

BY

As the baseball season nears a
close, not much has changed with
the Eastern baseball squad. It
continues to win the ones that
count and lose the ones that don't.
With a 6^-conference record,
the Colonels stand in fifth place in
the Ohio Valley Conference, only
four and half games behind conference leading Southeast
Missouri State.
But a 3-18 non-conference
record as of Tuesday has run the
teams overall mark to 9-24 and
puts a damper on what could turn
out to be a surprise season.
The Colonels opened this
week's stretch of games by traveling to the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro on April 9,
for a dreaded non-conference twoColonel nest baasnun John Mytes slides safety into third base Tuesday vs. Xavier. Mytes recorded one hit on the
day double header.
In the first game, Greensboro day and drove in two runs. Despite Mytes effort, the Colonels lost the game 13-10.
jumped out to a 10-1 lead after
four innings and cruised to an 11Josh Anderson had four hits
4 victory. Dan Bachman returned innings. Williams and Sellers led for the eventual winning run.
In game two. the Colonels for the Colonels, Williams,
to the mound after a two-week Eastern at the plate with two hits
jumped out to an early 6-0 lead Sellers, Phillip Robertson and
rest from elbow trouble to give up apiece.
"We just didn't play very well thanks to a six-run first inning, Clark each had two hits in the 14
seven runs and nine hits in two
down there," Dominguez said. and were up 8-1 after two and half. hit attack. Goetz took the loss for
and a third innings.
Josh Anderson continued his "We played catch-up for 18 Murray tried to make it close, the Colonels, evening his record
hot hitting by recording two hits innings and you can't do that plating four runs in its half of the at 4-4 on the season.
To close a week's worth of
and scoring two runs. Neil Sellers against a good team. Anytime you third, but it wasn't enough as the
also had two hits for the Colonels give up 10 and 11 runs, its tough Colonels put up runs in the fifth games, the Colonels got to come
back home Tuesday to face Xavier
and sixth to go on to a 10-7 win.
and a RBI. Colonel pitchers to win."
The Colonels hit the road over
Chip Albright pitched a solid University. The Colonels jumped
Bachman and Scott Santa combined to give up 19 Greensboro the weekend to get back into game for the Colonels, giving up out to an early 1-0 lead on a RBI
OVC play and it showed. The four earned runs in five and two single by Williams that plated
hits.
Anderson.
In the second game, more of team took two of three from thirds innings.
Xavier put up two runs in the
Nic Lively came in to relieve
the same plagued the Colonels. Murray State to stay alive in its
Albright in the sixth and pitched a fourth and four in the fifth to take
Greensboro jumped out to a 7-1 conference title hopes.
Saturday the two squads perfect inning and a third. Adam a 6-1 lead. But the Colonels came
lead after four innings and went
played a double header that the Crowder led the Colonel attack at back with five runs in their half of
on to win 10-5.
"We let one error or one bad Colonels swept 3-2 in the first the plate with three hits and two the fifth to tie the game at 6-6.
Xavier put up seven runs over the
play turn into more," coach Elvis game and 10-7 in the second. In runs scored.
Eastern had a chance to sweep next three innings while the
Dominguez said. "We just kind of the first game, the Colonels got
get down on ourselves when we one of their best pitching perfor- the series on Sunday. Up 7-6 in Colonels only managed four
make a mistake and we're not mances of the season by Spencer the ninth; Nick Adams walked throughout the rest of the game
Todd Satterfield to open the to extend the non-conference-losBoley and Scott Goetz.
able to stop the bleeding."
Boley pitched the first five and inning and was replaced by Goetz. ing streak 13-10.
The game started off promisMurray would tie the game on
"I don't know what it is; we just
ing as the Colonels answered a a third innings, giving up two
Greensboro run in the first with runs on six hits while striking out a single and would load the bases can't play during the week,"
one of their own in the third on an nine. Goetz came in for relief in later in the inning. With two Dominguez said. "We had the
Aaron Williams single that plated the sixth and pitched an inning strikes on the hitter, Goetz gave lead several times and every time
and two-thirds of shutout two-hit up an infield single to Mike we scored, they answered. The
Chris Grynaviski.
Voyles to break the tie and give guys we're pitching during the
But a six-run fourth inning off baseball to get the win.
week just aren't getting it done."
starter Nick Adams was too much
Tied at two in the top of the Murray the win 8-7.
This loss was very disappointJoe Pii karski got the loss for
to overcome. Adams got the loss, seventh, John Myles led off the
dropping his record to 1-3 on the inning with a double. Chris Clark ing because it seems like every Eastern in relief of starter Brad
advanced him to third and time we score, we find a way to Schmittou. Robertson had three
season.
He gave up seven runs on Grynaviski brought him home give up the runs we just scored," hits and two RBI's to pace the
Colonels at the plate.
eight hits in three and two-thirds with a sacrifice fry to centerfield Dominguez said.
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